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020 was a year that many
people may care to forget,
but, for Thames Hospice, it was
a momentous year in our
33-year history.
Last October, we moved to our new
state-of-the-art Hospice by Bray
Lake during the greatest global
crisis any of us have probably ever
experienced in our lifetime, with a
delay of just three months! We are
very proud but we couldn’t have done

it without the unwavering support of
our community. Thank you to each
and every one of you for being there
for us. Your support has meant that
we have been able to continue to
care for thousands of patients facing
a terminal illness, some also with
coronavirus, both at the Hospice and
in their own homes. During these
challenging times we have adapted
the way we work and are learning to
live with coronavirus.

Our incredible new facility with
much more indoor and outdoor
space enables us to provide 21st
century hospice care and support
to even more local people:

“This last year has been very challenging but
also exciting for us. Our focus over the next 12
months will be to fully reopen our day therapy
and wellbeing services as lockdown restrictions
ease, as well as launching new services so that
families get the best and most seamless care
when facing their biggest challenges in life.”
Lisa Church
Director of Nursing and Family Services

28 en-suite
inpatient bedrooms

Our Counsellors, Pastoral Care
Team and Children’s Support
Team have worked hard
throughout the pandemic,
continuing to support patients
and their loved ones by phone
and video calls, as well as face-toface on our Inpatient Unit.

A dedicated space
to support our day
therapy patients
Five clinic rooms
for complementary
therapy and
Lymphoedema
treatments
Four counselling
rooms for patients
and families
who may need
emotional support
A rehabilitation
centre with the
latest equipment
to help ease
discomfort and
mobility

Whilst day therapy services
were unable to take place during
lockdown, our Therapies Team
remained in regular contact with
every patient to check on their
physical and emotional wellbeing,
offering support where needed.
“Keeping in regular contact
with our patients during this
time has made us realise just
how frightened, lonely and
vulnerable they feel. It’s been
great to continue to offer our
day therapy patients support
through regular phone calls
and home visits. An informal
chat can be so important for a
patient’s physical and mental
wellbeing.”

David Boyce
Day Therapy Team Leader

Patient David with
nurse Simon

“The requirements about social
distancing and self-isolation
have been vital in addressing
this pandemic but these things
are unbearably hard when you
are living with a life-limiting
condition or when someone you
love has just died. For a year
now, we have been using new
ways to keep our emotional
support accessible to adults and
children throughout these tough
times in helping them to bear
the unbearable.”

Simon Smith
Head of Patient & Family Support
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Lisa with our
Nursing Assistants
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With many of our patients
needing to shield at home, our
Community Team has been
busier than ever over the last 12
months. The Team has spent 50%
more time caring for patients and
supporting their loved ones in
their own homes, either through
visits or over the phone.
“Patients have felt increasingly
isolated during the pandemic.
With hospitals suspending clinics
and GPs not visiting homes,
the input from our Community
Team has been even more
valued. Not being able to be as
tactile as we normally would has
been a challenge and the team
is now very accomplished at
smiling with their eyes! We are
all excited by the anticipation
of normality returning over the
next few months.”

Michele Kiss
Head of Palliative Care Response Team
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The counselling support
I received from the Hospice
was very important, and
I am not sure I would
be in the place that I am
now without it.

S

ince his father passed away
in September 2019, Tom
has been receiving emotional
support from our Patient and
Family Support Team to help
him through his bereavement.
Tom talks openly about how
this is helping him come to
terms with the loss of his father.
30-year old Tom lives with his partner
Emma in Binfield, the Berkshire village
where he was born and raised by
parents Sue and Keith, along with his
three brothers Nick, Chris and Will.
Tom said: “My parents met at Aston
University and lived in various places
together before settling in Binfield and
the local area over 30 years ago. My
Mum worked for Marks and Spencer
before leaving to have us boys. My
Dad was a civil engineer and spent
his career project managing large
construction projects in London.”
In 2003, Tom’s father Keith was
diagnosed with prostate cancer, which
was successfully treated, but the
cancer returned twelve years later
and spread to other areas of his body.
Speaking of his dad’s illness, Tom said:
“Dad’s main symptom was tiredness;
other than some side effects from
chemotherapy I don’t believe he was
ever really in much pain. I think he was

lucky in that element. But I do think
he suffered more mentally rather than
physically throughout it all.”
Keith received chemotherapy and
other treatments for his illness at
hospitals in London, but remained
as an outpatient at home in Binfield.
In August 2019, he was admitted to
hospital for 10 days after experiencing
some complications with his health.
Tom said: “It became clear the
complications were occurring as my
Dad’s body was getting weaker and
in fact, we didn’t have much time left.
We became determined to get Dad
home, so that his last days, however
many there were, would be spent at
the house he had lived in for over 25
years. Without Thames Hospice this
couldn’t have happened.
“With the assistance of Thames
Hospice, we managed to get Dad
home on 6 September 2019. The
Hospice provided us with a bed and all
the equipment we would need in order
to be able to care for Dad at home.
The Hospice’s Community Team visited
us regularly and were always at the
end of the phone if we needed them.
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“My Dad passed away in the morning
of 10 September 2019 surrounded by
all his family. After informing the team
at the Hospice, they came out to the
house, dressed Dad in his best pyjamas
and set him out in the bed; he really
looked at peace. This allowed us to
spend special time with him before
the undertakers arrived.”
Shortly after Keith passed away,
Thames Hospice offered Tom and
his family bereavement counselling
support. The charity has a
professionally trained team of paid and
volunteer counsellors to help patients
and their families who are experiencing
emotional or psychological difficulties,
during an illness or after the death of a
loved one.
Tom realised he needed that
emotional support, and started oneon-one counselling with a counsellor
at the Hospice. Tom explains:
“I wanted to give myself the best
possible chance to be able to deal with
what had happened. The counselling
support I received from the Hospice
was very important, and I am not sure
I would be in the place that I am now
without it. I have had my own mental
health challenges in the past, so I
knew it was important to get help.

“The counsellor I had was brilliant;
she helped me talk about the things
I needed to talk about and I received
assurance that what I was feeling
and thinking was ‘normal’. I found
it very hard to speak to my family at
the time about my feelings as I didn’t
want to upset them. One sentence the
counsellor said to me stuck with me –
‘no one can be any sadder than they
are now, so speak to them’.”

situation might have something to
relate to. There isn’t a manual about
grief, and in my opinion it certainly
isn’t how it is portrayed on the TV. I
think mental health for males around
my age is still somewhat of a taboo.
We don’t talk.
“I want to let people know that it
is okay to seek help, and by getting
support it could be one of the best
things you do. I know from my own
experience, having counselling has put
me in a better place to have the tools
to dealing with losing my dad.”

Tom’s counselling sessions took place
at the Hospice. He said: “You could
feel the warmth of the place as soon
as you walked in, it wasn’t sterile like
a hospital. It was
a very inviting
“I want to let people
place to be and
I felt that people
know that it is okay
cared.”

He also wanted
to use his story to
raise awareness
of the Hospice
and the services
to seek help, and by
we provide. Tom
Because of
getting support it could said: “Thames
Tom’s positive
Hospice gives
be one of the best
experience his
families like mine
things you do.”
three other
the opportunity
brothers all
to spend the last
decided to have
days with their
counselling, something that they
loved one without having to worry
may otherwise not have done.
about anything. The services and
support they provide can make
Tom decided to share his story to
even the worst situation that little
encourage others to speak about their
bit better. The experience I have
grief and emotions. He said: “I want
been through would have been vastly
to share my story so people of my
different without the support of
age who have gone through a similar
the Hospice.”
Bottom left: Tom and his family
Bottom right: Tom and his brothers
with his father, Keith
Right: Keith
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To anybody else grieving the loss of a
loved one, Tom advises: “You have to
talk to each other and support each
other, as everyone will experience
different things. If you can, speak to a
professional like Thames Hospice.”
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If you or a family member
would like to speak to the
Thames Hospice Patient and
Family Support Team about
emotional support, please call
01753 842121 or visit
www.thameshospice.org.uk/
patients-emotional-support for
more information.

Indulge in some
retail therapy online

Visit our online shop
and treat yourself or
someone special at
www.shopno23.org
Within our Home store in Maidenhead is our Home Studio,
where creativity thrives and furniture is upcycled using
our range of Frenchic paints to give uninspiring pieces a
beautiful new lease of life.

Your Bag (1)

The workshop team upcycles furniture using a range
of techniques; such as papered drawers, stencilling,
decoupage, and adding pretty handles, to create unique
pieces fit for any home.

cessories
Jewellery & Ac

Cards, Wrap &
Confectionery

Opening hours

We also undertake commissions from customers,
transforming your own old and tired furniture to your own
personal tastes. If you are interested in having an item of
furniture upcycled with us, please email
home.studio@thameshospiceshops.org

Handbags

Monday-Saturday 9-5pm
Sunday		
10-4pm
Unit 9/10 Reform Road
Maidenhead
SL6 8BY

To browse our upcycled furniture and buy your Frenchic
paint, please visit our Home Studio or shop online at
www.shopno23.org

Home & Gifts

Frenchic
Home Studio &

Fashion

Gift Sets

Bags of love
Beauty & Bath

Whilst our shops have been closed on and off
throughout the pandemic, we have been busy
stocking and selling a range of lovely products on our
online shop so you can continue to shop safely and
still support us from the comfort of your own home.

Preloved Fashio

n

Many of our new Shop No.23 products are also
available to buy at our shop at the Hospice and in
some of our high street stores.

Since opening the Hospice six months ago in October 2020,
our Hospice café has had to remain closed to the public for
the majority of this time. However, we are really looking
forward to welcoming back our customers when we reopen
to enjoy a morning coffee, a delicious lunch or afternoon tea
at Café by the Lake.

SHOP WITH US
TODAY

Please celebrate the new season with us and show your
Bags of Love for the Hospice by visiting one of our stores
across the Thames Valley.
To find your local Thames Hospice shop and view our
opening hours, please visit
www.thameshospice.org.uk/our-stores

Thank you for shopping with us. Every purchase you
make enables us to continue to support thousands
of patients and families facing a life-limiting illness
each year.

We are selling a huge array of quality new and
preloved products for you, your home and as a
gift for a loved one.

To see the latest updates about our café and shops reopening, please keep an eye on our social media channels.
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VOLUNTEER
CORNER
Thank you to all our amazing volunteers!
Many of our lovely volunteers have been unable to carry on in their usual volunteering
roles due to shop and service closures during lockdown, but they have certainly been
busy! We spoke to three volunteers who have used their time in very productive ways.
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role or they have supported the Hospice and the wider
community in alternative ways, thank you.
If you are interested in volunteering:
Visit www.thameshospice.org.uk/volunteer

nt Volunteer,

Exciting fundraising
events for 2021!

13–19 October 2021

Camino Challenge
After being cancelled in 2020, we are
thrilled that our Camino Challenge is set
to take place this year, 13–19 October
2021. In beautiful Spain, this is a five
day 100km trek along the Camino de
Santiago, one of the oldest pilgrimage
routes in the world.
We caught up with Thames Hospice
supporter Matt Callender, who was part
of our overseas trek in 2017:
“I completed the Great Wall of China
Trek in 2017, and what an amazing
experience that was! I took part to raise

money and give something back to our
community, but to also remember some
of our friends that had been cared for by
the Hospice.
“This was an opportunity for me to meet
new people, see one of the amazing
‘Wonders of the World’ whilst also
experiencing local culture; something
that the Camino Challenge will offer.

overseas
To view all our events and
Mountain
Big
our
challenges, including
Cycling Challenge, visit vents
g.uk/e
www.thameshospice.or

“I loved the experience so much that
it inspired me to volunteer my time
with patients and their families on the
Inpatient Unit at the Hospice.
“My overseas trip was more than I ever
imagined and I would encourage anyone
to take the plunge.”

11 September 2021

Our Sunflower Walk is back!
Last year, Richard Douglas and his family
all took part in our remote in memory
walk to celebrate the life of Hilary:
“A much loved wife, mother, grandmother
aunt, sister and best friend, Hilary,
wanted to stay at home towards the
end of her illness. During this time
Thames Hospice’s Community Team were
invaluable and treated Hilary with the
utmost respect and dignity in her last few
days which I am grateful for.

generous support of our friends and
family and we would definitely consider
doing this again.”
To sign up for the Sunflower Walk, please
visit www.thameshospice.org.uk/
sunflower-walk

“Soon after she passed away, I saw
the remote Sunflower Walk advertised
and with my family not all being local, I
thought this was a great idea for us to do
something ‘together’ to remember Hilary
whilst raising money for Thames Hospice
at the same time. Together we raised
nearly £3,000! We were amazed by the

We want to say the biggest thank
you to our wonderful community.
The past year has been really
tough for everyone, many of our
fundraising events and activities
were cancelled or postponed, but
you’ve still managed to be there
for us. You’ve taken part in our
remote and virtual events, and
you’ve set up your own challenges
and fundraisers. In a year where we
thought we wouldn’t be able to do
anything, we’ve done so much –
thank you!
Please continue to support us and
visit www.thameshospice.org.uk/
supportus to see what you can do
for us in 2021.

Call the Volunteer Services Team on 01753 842121
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To find out more and sign up for the
Camino Challenge, please visit www.
thameshospice.org.uk/elcamino-trek
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Gifts in Wills
“It’s about having
more control
of where your
money is going”

G

enevieve and Nicholas
Usher are passionate about
supporting Thames Hospice,
after deep, personal experience
of loss and seeing the care that
close friends have received from
the Hospice.
Genevieve says: “When I was fourteen
my father died from lung cancer
following a long period of suffering,
after being nursed by my mother in
our home. The whole family was in
tatters, my mother distraught and
although caring, my family could not
offer the support we all needed. We
retreated into silence and the pain has
never gone away.”
Nicholas says: “Genevieve has talked
to me about her father dying and how
important he was to her. It was a time
when death was not discussed, so her
mother told the family not to tell her
father that he was dying. Genevieve
remembers him asking, ‘Am I dying?’
And she said ‘No’. This haunts her.”

Genevieve adds: “Had our family had
the support the Hospice gives families
now, I believe the damage that we
suffered would not have occurred.
That is why I feel quite passionate
about the Hospice. We’ve seen the
support given to people we know,
including a dear friend.”
Genevieve and Nicholas met when
they were both working for the IT
company NCR. After they married,
Genevieve retrained as a land
buyer, while Nicholas continued to
work for NCR. They have used their
considerable skills and energy to
support Thames Hospice through
the Cookham Fundraising Support
Group. Along with other volunteers,
they communicate their own passion
at events throughout the year, raising
thousands of pounds for the Hospice.
Nicholas says: “Genevieve and I
worked hard to get what we have,
and it means we can do what we
want now. We can travel to all those
faraway places while we are fit and

Forget-me-not

Tributes

A Forget-me-not Tribute fund is a wonderful way to celebrate the
life of a loved one and support the work of Thames Hospice in their
memory. You can share memories and stories with family and friends
as well as light virtual candles, add photos, music and make donations.

Genevieve says: “The key for me is the
Hospice supports not just the person
receiving treatment but the whole
family. That all-encompassing support
is one of my main motivations and
why we have chosen to leave gifts in
our Will to the Hospice.”
Leaving a gift to the Hospice in
your Will, is one of the easiest ways
of ensuring that the Hospice will
be here for future generations of
families. For further information,
please contact Frances Greaney in
confidence on 01753 848949.

Planning ahead: Understanding inheritance tax
Online seminar on 29 April 2021 at 2pm

You don’t have to be wealthy to pay a lot of tax during your lifetime or on death! In this online seminar, Jade Gani from
Aston Bond Solicitors and Karan Chandreja from KC Wealth Management will give some insights into how you can
minimise your inheritance tax liability. To book your place, please email frances.greaney@thameshospice.org.uk
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To view some of the tributes set up in our Tribute Garden,
please visit thameshospice.muchloved.org/tributes

well. That is the reward we worked
hard for. The thing that rather upsets
me, especially as we don’t have
children, is that when we die, the
government is going to take 40% of
what we’ve earned. But, if we make a
gift to charity of 10% of the value of
the estate, then other beneficiaries will
only pay 36% inheritance tax, so more
of our money will go where we choose,
not to the tax man.”

“Angela spent her last few weeks at the
Hospice where we can’t thank the staff
enough for their care and support. Having
the tribute page helped us through a
difficult time and it was so easy for friends
and family to pay tribute to Angela whilst
supporting the Hospice. As Angela died
whilst Covid restrictions were in place, this
page was invaluable, and I can’t think of a
better way to have managed her tributes.”

Celebrate a loved one’s life.
Support Thames Hospice.

Angela and her family

Ophelia Kingham-Head

“The tribute fund set up by Thames
Hospice was an excellent way to pay
tribute to my brave and beautiful wife,
Gillian. It’s also a way to thank the
Hospice for the wonderful way they
treated Gillian in the last few difficult
weeks and also to raise much needed
funds for the Hospice.”

Forget-me-not Tributes offer a permanent online
space that you can return to as much as you wish in
future years. To create a tribute or to find out more,
visit www.thameshospice.muchloved.org
or call the team on 01753 842121.

Get in touch
Email intouch@thameshospice.org.uk
Call us 01753 842121
Visit www.thameshospice.org.uk
Follow us
Gillian Woolley

Alan Woolley

Charity
No. 1108298
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10km
4km

2.5km

Sunflower
Walk

Walk in memory
11 September 2021

Walk to remember your loved ones on a local route
of your choice, covering a distance of 2.5k, 4k or 10k.

Free entry - Register now at

www.thameshospice.org.uk/sunflower-walk
Charity No. 1108298

